
HISTORY GCSE EASTER REVISION  
Dates of your History GCSE exams:  

1. Wednesday 15th May: Paper 1: Migration & Notting Hill  
2. Tuesday 4th June: Paper 2: Elizabeth/Cold War  
3. Tuesday 11th June: Paper 3: Germany  

This holiday you need to focus on Cold War Revision .  
The March Mock exams revealed that the Cold War was one of our weakest papers. We need to build our 
knowledge of the events of the Cold War, especially making sure we know the chronology (correct order).   

TASK: Complete all the sections of your Cold War summary sheets.  
 
For each key event/person/word you need a brief summary + SPEND detail  
 
Use your lesson notes, the lesson slides, the Cold War revision guide and the Cold War you  
videos (all found on Google classroom) to help you.  
 
This is compulsory and your class teachers will be checking for completed work after Easter  
Any questions email your teacher or Ms Cope (c.cope@kaa.org.uk) 

 
We strongly advise you also complete independent revision for other papers 
too.  

 
Remember  Google classroom  has revision resources for all three 
of the papers. For any extra revision (beyond the homework) use 
the resources on Google Classroom!  
 
They are organised by paper, depending on what you want to focus on. 
There are revision checklists, model answers, revision guides, practice 
questions, and exam technique.  
 

Revision activities may include:  
● Mindmaps - organise your knowledge by key themes e.g. social impact, political 
● Flashcards - for memorising SPEND details  
● Practice plans - come up with your own ‘16m How far do you Agree…?’ and  

‘12m Explain…’ questions and plan the three points you would use  



● For/ against grids  - find evidence for and against statements to help you plan for the 16m HFDYA 
questions 

● Practice questions - to get used to applying different technique correctly 
● Quizzing  - come up with SPEND questions and quiz your friends!  

 
EASTER HOLIDAY  REVISION SESSIONS  
Wednesday 3rd April - Cold War (Mr Lo) - 10am to 1pm - Room 26 
Friday 5th April - Migration (Ms Cope) - 10am to 1pm - Room 26 


